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Freedom Convoy 2022 Rally in Ottawa. Parliament
Hill, Live Video

By Global Research News
Global Research, January 29, 2022

Tens of thousands of Canadian cross-border truckers with support from their compatriots
and American counterparts  from coast to coast have arrived in Ottawa. 

Freedom Convoy  2022  is  a  mass  movement  that  was  organized  to  address  not  just
the  vaccine  mandate  but  also  the  prolonged  freedom  restrictions  and  disregard  for
human rights by the Trudeau government.

Millions of people are demonstrating in Ottawa and nationwide in support of  the truck
drivers.

Prime Minister Trudeau has casually described the Freedom Convoy as a “small fringe with
unacceptable views”. His legitimacy as head of government is being challenged from coast
to coast. 

In turn, the corporate media has initiated a hideous propaganda campaign, intimating that
“convoy organizers have history of racism, extremism“. The media casually describes the
Freedom Convoy 2022 as a “far-right” initiative comparable to the Washington D.C January
6, 2021 “riot” on Capitol Hill.  

One would expect under a democracy, that the Prime Minster of Canada and members of his
government would enter into a constructive dialogue with representatives of The Freedom
Convoy 2022 with a view to reaching a solution to the crisis. That is not going to happen.
The Trudeau government considers the Freedom Convoy as a potential security threat.
According to media reports:

“Amid security concerns, Trudeau and his family have been moved from their home
[official resident at 24 Sussex Drive] to an undisclosed location in the nation’s capital”.
(CBC)

Freedom Convoy 2022

The Freedom Convoy 2022 initiative seeks all avenues through peaceful means to restore
fundamental human rights through dialogue with and within public and private institutions,
law enforcement officials, members of the military and the judicial.

What is  required is  to break down the structures of  corruption,  hierarchy and abusive
authority, namely to pursue what might be described as: “the democratization of decision-
making within our institutions”.

This historic event is setting the stage for the world to emulate. Hope is around the corner.

https://www.globalresearch.ca/author/global-research-news
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/politics/article-truck-freedom-convoy-ottawa-live-update/
https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/truck-convoy-protest-some-key-players-1.6332312
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There is strength in numbers. Unite and resist the medical tyranny!

 ***

Click below for live coverage on Global News in Real Time, thanks to Global

.

Click Here for CTV Real Time coverage or click image: Ottawa, Parliament Hill in Real Time,
thanks to CTV news
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